








Hwa-tu is the Korean 
version of the Japanese

 playing card game 
Hanafuda.



     Brought into Korea at the time of
 Japanese annexation of Korea (1905-1945), both the deck 

and the game have now 
become part of theKorean tradition. 

The name Hwa-tu is translated to the English
 language as 
“Flower cards”. 

The game played with these cards is more often re-
ferred to as Godori, or Go-stop. Min-hwa-tu is a vari-
ant of the main game. The method of play for Korean 
Hwa-tu is practically identical to the procedures for 
Japanese Hanafuda game, both in the structure of the 
game and for the use of special combinations which 
give the players bonus points. Some of the latter, 
though, differ from the classic version.
Hwa-tu, Go Stop, Hanafuda, Sakura, Higobana, Koi-
Koi



This game is known in several 
different countries by different 

names but the basic rules of 
the game are the same. 



       Modern Korean decks are usually made of plastic.The Hwa-tu cards 
are approximately 1 3/8” wide by 2 1/8” high and are smaller and thicker 
than playing cards used in the West.  The face of these plastic cards is 
glossy, while their back is often rough, with a texture in relief, to prevent 
them from slipping while held in hand or from sliding on the table. Hwa-tu 
makes a satisfying “snap” sound when thrown down with vigor. 

Korean decks are comprised of 48 suit cards plus 6 extra cards, the latter 
are not in Japanese decks.

The Suit Cards: There are 12 suits, each with four cards. Each suit repre-
sents a flower or plant, and a month of the year. 

Go-Stop is usually played during Sul-Nal and-

Chu-suk(Korean holidays)

 but certainly makes it into a regular game 

night in Korea. 



There are twelve suits, 
representng months. 

Each is designated a flower, and 
each suit has four cards.



1. January -
                                     Pine (sol) 

2. FEBRUARY – 
          PLUM BLOSSOM (MaeJo) 

3. MARCH – 
     CHERRY BLOSSOM (Sakura)

4. APRIL –
                 WISTERIA  (HukSaRi)

5. MAY –
                            IRIS (NanCho)

6. JUNE – 
                     PEONY (MokDan)



11. NOVEMBER – 
                    PAULOWNIA (Dung)

12. DECEMBER – 
                                     RAIN (Bi) 

10. OCTOBER – 
                             MAPLE (Pung)

9. SEPTEMBER – 
               ANTHEMUM (GukHwa)

8. AUGUST – 
                                    (PalGong) 

7. JULY –
       BUSH CLOVER (HungSaRi)





How to  Play Hwa-Tu 
Game 

(Go-Stop)



Setup

The deck is shuffled as any other deck is shuffled. 
In order to select a dealer, each player picks random cards from the deck and 
the person with the latest month becomes the dealer 

 Before the cards are dealt, the dealer shuffles the cards by holding the deck 
in the left hand with the cards face-down and pulling out random stacks of 
cards with the right hand to stack them on top. 
The dealer must repeat this process several times in order to shuffle the 
cards sufficiently. 

After shuffling, the dealer holds the deck out to the player to their right in 
order for them to cut the deck.
 If there are only two players, the opponent cuts the deck.



THE DEAL

Two players:  The dealer places four cards face-up 
on the table then deals five cards to their opponent’s 
hand and five cards to their hand. Then, the dealer 
places another four cards face-up on the table and 
deals another five cards to each player’s hand, start-
ing with the opponent.     
   Three players: The dealer places three cards face-
up on the table then deals four cards to each player’s 
hand, starting with the player to the right and continu-
ing counterclockwise. Then, the dealer places anoth-
er three cards face-up on the table and deals another 
three cards to each player’s hand, again starting with 
the player on the right.

The remaining cards are placed face down on top of 
the cut portion of the deck in the center of the table 
to form a draw pile. Before the play begins, the play-
ers check for sets of three or four cards of the same 
month on the table.



GAME PLAY



1. Play begins with the dealer and continues counterclockwise.

2. A turn begins with a player attempting to match one of the cards lying 
face-up on the table with a card of the same month in their hand (cf. Hanafu-
da). If there are two cards of the same month already on the table, the player 
may select one of them. If the player has no cards matching the cards on the 
table, the player discards a card to the table.

3. The turn continues with the player flipping over the top card from the draw 
pile and looking for a card of the same month on the table. If the player lo-
cates a matching card on the table, the player collects both cards along with 
the cards matched in step 2. Otherwise, the drawn card is added to the ta-
ble.

4. If the card drawn from the top of the draw pile in step 3 matches the two 
cards matched in step 2, the three cards remain on the table. This is known 
as ppeok. The three cards remain until a player collects them using the 
fourth card of the same month.



5. If a player draws a card the matches the card discarded in step 2, the 
player collects both cards as well as one junk card (pi) from each opponent’s 
stock pile. This is known as chok .

6. If a player plays a card in step 2 for which two matching cards are already 
on the table, and then draws the fourth matching card from the draw pile in 
step 3, the player collects all four cards as well as one junk card (pi) from 
each opponent’s stock pile. This is known as ttadak.

7. The object of the game is to create scoring combinations to accumulate 
points up to a score of either three (for three players) or seven (for two play-
ers), at which point a “Go” or a “Stop” must be called.



Brights (Gwang), Animals (Dongmul), 
Ribbons (Tdi, Dan), & Junk (pi)



Bright cards (gwang)

     

        The Brights of Korean Hwa-tu decks are usually marked with the Chi-
nese character for “light” or “bright.” There are a total of five Brights in the 

deck. There’s a bonus for collecting them all



  

There are three kinds of ribbon cards - red poetry, blue poetry, and plain red. 
There are ten ribbon cards.

Ribbon cards (tti)



   

   

       All the animal cards do not have animals on them. There are nine animal 

cards.

Animal cards (dongmul)



The most common type of card is the Junk card (there are 24 in the deck). 
Koreans call these cards “Pi” (pronounced “pee”). Ten junk cards are worth 

1 point in Go-Stop.

Junk cards (pi)

These four different types of cards are distributed unevenly 
among the suits. Since there are only four Gwangs, there are 

eight suits that don’t have any. There are suits without ribbon 
cards or animal cards, too. The suit of December ( Willow or 

Rain) is the only one that has one of each of the four card types. 
This uneven distribution greatly enhances the playability (and 

must be reflected in the strategy), of the Hanafuda family of 
games. 
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the end
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